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Service Technology Stack: All the Pieces You 
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Introduction

There’s no question, technology has become necessary to build a successful product support 

operation. Today’s business leaders need to combine various platforms and applications to 

understand customer history, product support detail, and monitor remote equipment for errors or 

outages.  

As an increasingly customer-oriented industry, field service requires software solutions that 

can optimize efficiency, improve quality of service, and increase customer satisfaction. Fierce 

competition and escalating overheads increase pressure on field service companies to improve 

their delivery methods and, more importantly, keep their underlying technology infrastructure up-

to-date.

Maintaining a modern field service technology stack, however, is easier said than done.  Field 

service software is more complex than other industries because the work is disconnected from the 

office. Service processes can include challenges like budgeting wisely, unpredictable cash flow, 

appropriate agreement pricing, managing technician productivity from the field, and assigning 

jobs. 

Service organizations need solutions that can schedule accurately and efficiently to jobs offsite and 

equip traveling technicians with the resources they need, while offering back office workers things 

like payroll and customer management functionality. An all-in-one FSM suite is the only offering 

available that’s equipped to handle mobile, back office, and scheduling needs for dynamic field 

service organizations. 
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Field Service Technology Stack
For Field
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Mobile work orders

With a mobile field service app, technicians can manage work orders from the field, view their 

schedule, collect information, and sync with the back office FSM system all before they leave the 

jobsite. Transitioning work order management to mobile eliminates paper and data reentry. And, 

if the app works offline, techs can get their work done, even in disconnected areas, and sync later. 

How the technology is evolving – Mobile becomes a vital piece of the service management puzzle

Mobile service apps are becoming more robust, cloud based, integration friendly, and able to run 

offline. As mobile devices continue advancing, mobile work order management apps will become 

industry standard for best practice service organizations. 

What this means for your team - No more paper!

As you transition paper or manual work order processes to mobile, you’ll see huge improvements 

in the field and back-office. Techs have access to everything they need for the work order right on 

their device. And, when they sync with the back office, there’s not filing or data reentry; inefficient 

paper processes are completely eliminated. 
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Mobile forms  

With an inspection app to complete forms, capture photos and signatures, and tie information to 

a work order, service organizations simplify compliance and eliminate paper in the field. 

How the technology is evolving – Build customizable field forms

The forms builder allows service managers to recreate paper forms in the mobile app. They can set 

requirements for techs and assign checklists so no steps are missed. 

What this means for your team - Make inspections and data collection streamlined and uniform

No more paper forms or disconnected spreadsheets. Mobile inspection forms standardize 

inspections on each mobile device and empower techs to collect photos and signatures, and 

automatically sync with the work order

Parts/ inventory management

Monitor and order stock based on usage, see parts availability and location from a mobile device, 

tie parts/ inventory to work order, and track parts in the field with barcode scanning. 
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How the technology is evolving – Connected inventory reduces return trips

In today’s connected world, service organizations with inventory management can see where parts 

are at any given time. Techs can see on their mobile device which parts are available in their van, 

then add those parts to the work order right from their mobile app.

What this means for your team – Inventory connectivity = higher first-time fix rates

Mobile inventory management is more accurate, which prevents techs from having to make a 

return trip to get the parts they need.  First-time fix rates become a key differentiator as service 

organizations with inventory management are able to resolve problems by showing up with the 

right parts.

Knowledge management

Make resource libraries and educational content available for techs to capture, maintain, and 

reuse knowledge in the field. Strengthen collaboration across teams and increase first-time fixes 

by making sure workers have the resources they need to resolve issues.

What this means for your team - Increased success rates

With a thorough knowledge management system, your team will experience higher success rates. 

They won’t have to abandon a project because they don’t know how to do it. With access to 

service history, repair manuals, and a direct line to other technicians and experts, field techs have 

all the information they need to resolve every task they’re assigned to.
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Wearables & virtual reality 

(Source: DAQRI)

As wearables take off in the consumer realm, we’ll soon see wearable technology and virtual 

reality become a key device to help technicians solve problems in the field.  For example, techs 

can use voice commands on a smartwatch to access records, diagrams, and messages hands-free. 

Virtual reality, like Google Glass or the above pictured DAQRI smart helmet, can connect with 

sensors in equipment to diagnose a problem and explain how to fix it. 

How the technology is evolving – AI/ remote collaboration

Wearables can close the gap between information and action, arming field service workers with 

the ability to work seamlessly, consistently, and safely.  As knowledge management and the ability 

to collaborate remotely evolve, service teams will be able to diagnose exactly what’s wrong with 

a machine and understand how to fix it through a visual representation with augmented reality 

goggles and helmets.
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Field Service Technology Stack 

For Office 
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Back office – work order management

With an enterprise field service management back office system, companies can manage all work 

order creation, service contracts, asset management and tracking, invoicing, and reporting to 

automate the service process including break-fix call taking, PMs, and work order management.

How the technology is evolving – Transition to cloud; continuous connectivity to the field

Field service management systems are moving from on-premises to cloud-based hosting platforms. 

By connecting and accessing everything from the cloud, service organizations can maintain 

constant connectivity with the mobile field team and manage service functions with fewer IT 

resources, greater reliability, and strengthened security.

What this means for your team – Do away with silos with an all-in-one FSM Suite

Every service organization uses some form of systems suite to accomplish daily work, whether 

that’s a paper filing system, excel and email, or a number of software systems loosely tied 

together. An all-in-one field service management suite brings it all into one system and eliminates 

silos across departments and roles.
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Scheduling/ dispatch software

Visual scheduling technology that connects to FSM back-office and mobile allows dispatchers to 

schedule techs based on location, availability, and skills sets. Each new assignment is dispatched 

from the back office scheduler immediately to techs’ mobile devices.

How the technology is evolving – Assignments delivered and statuses updated in real-time

In the cloud, dispatchers can see exactly where techs are according to their GPS coordinates and 

what their current status is. They can assign jobs based on technician skill-sets, location, and 

availability. Once they’re given a new assignment, techs receive alerts on their mobile device with 

directions to the jobsite and all work order details. 

What this means for your team – Get the right tech assigned to the right job

Increased connectivity between office and field and more accurate/ efficient dispatching makes 

sure the tech with the right skills is assigned the right jobs. Impacts for your team include: faster, 

more effective scheduling, higher first-time fix rates, and greater tech utilizations rates.
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Route optimization

Along with scheduling, route optimization gets the right worker to the right place at the right 

time. When they receive a new assignment, route optimization software gives techs the fastest 

route to get to the job site, factoring in traffic or construction, and sends a near exact ETA 

notification off to the customer.

What this means for your team – Do more with less

Service more orders with fewer resources and less fuel to maximize efficiency. Compress schedules 

to minimize dead time and keep techs working on billable tasks. 

Fleet management

Gain real-time visibility of vehicle location, status and diagnostics. On-demand information, activity 

reports, and alerts enable fleet managers to make intelligent business decisions quickly, and run 

a more efficient fleet by giving them tools to manage speed, manage idling, and give service 

organizations a better overall picture of the health of their fleet.

How the technology is evolving – Access from anywhere

Many of today’s fleet management and telematics systems are web-based, meaning you log on to 

a cloud-based page and pull up your fleet for easy monitoring. Managers can set parameters and 

see in real time where their fleet has been, for how long, etc.

 What this means for your team – Improve driver safety and fleet efficiency

Benefits of implementing fleet management include fuel savings, reduced idling, reduction in 

vehicle wear and tear, knowing where workers are and how long they’re there, time and materials 

cost savings, and increased customer satisfaction because billing and fleet costs are easily verified.
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Field Service Technology Stack 

For Machine
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Remote monitoring/ IoT 

IoT is quickly becoming a trend manufacturers and service organizations can no longer ignore. 

Embedded sensors monitor equipment at a granular level, meaning they can see how systems are 

working together, or whether an individual component is working correctly. 

How the technology is evolving – Proactive maintenance drives revenue from service 

For manufacturers, the product is no longer the highest revenue opportunity. Product support 

and related services offer dozens of additional revenue streams if you have the right technology to 

take advantage of them. 

The illustration below reveals the evolution of IoT technology as it’s applied to service operations. 

What this means for your team – Proactive preventive maintenance

Remote monitoring and IoT will shift how service organizations support customers. Rather than 

waiting for someone to call when a piece of equipment is down, service teams will respond to 

preventive maintenance alerts from IoT sensors to resolve issues before the machine experiences 

downtime.
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Reporting & analytics

Measure service and equipment performance with sophisticated trend reports that pull data 

directly from machines and display through the cloud. 

How the technology is evolving - Access data from anywhere

With cloud-based portals, stakeholders can access data from any device. Unlock secrets to 

machine performance and service best practices by analyzing what’s working and what’s not.

What this means for your team - Data-backed decision making

By empowering technicians to collect actionable data in the field, service organizations gain 

valuable information to guide decisions and increase sales. With reporting and analytics portals, 

decision makers can run reports, identify problems, and filter by what they’re looking to solve.

Customer self-service

Service today is mobile and consumer-driven. Clients expect that their business experiences will be 

as simple and engaging as the apps on their smart phone. Equipment users today want to know 

what’s going on with their machines, and they expect their service provider to deliver performance 

data to help them optimize equipment usage. 
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How the technology is evolving – Access to more data

From scheduling their own service work order through an app to monitoring equipment usage 

and performance, customer self-service is a trend service providers can’t afford to ignore. With the 

evolution of telematics technologies built in machines, service organizations have access to greater 

amounts of data, which they can pass along to their customers through customer-facing portals. 

Today’s technology allows customers to login, chat with a service tech, request a service visit, and 

monitor their equipment without leaving their desks. 

What this means for your team - 

Constant monitoring of equipment by customers and service organizations

In 2016, service organizations will make self-service easier for customers to use by shoring up 

its foundations and solidifying their knowledge-management strategy. As equipment gets more 

complex, customers will look to service departments to provide equipment analytics and explain 

how they can run more efficient operations. This keeps customers informed and gives service 

departments an opportunity to sell additional preventive maintenance contracts. 
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Putting Together the Pieces of a Field Service 
Technology Stack

To take the next step in boosting productivity and growing revenue, each piece of the field service 

technology stack can be a great enabler. Basic processes like appointment scheduling and route 

planning can be automated, and analytics provide new insight into business operations, including 

real-time performance dashboards, and resource forecasting tools. 
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Recommendations

Deploy software in the cloud

While cloud technology is nothing new, research conducted by Field Service News and Click 

Software found that as of 2014, only 23% of companies were running their field service 

management software in the cloud. However, of the companies using a cloud based field service 

management solution, 100% said they would recommend a cloud field service solution over an 

on premises solution. 

Benefits of cloud vs. on-premises deployments include: 

• Lower Cost – Reduce overhead during low usage.

• Fewer Resources - IT personnel no longer need to maintain in-house servers.

• Flexibility – Add or reduce resources automatically.

• Scalability – Detect load and add capacity.

• Security - Data is backed up with fail over servers.

Inform service process with smart, connected equipment

Smart, connected products offer major improvements in predictive maintenance and service 

productivity. New service organizational structures and delivery processes are required to take 

advantage of product data that can reveal existing and future problems and enable companies to 

make timely repairs. 

Early warnings about impending failure of parts or components reduce breakdowns and allow 

more efficient service scheduling. Data on product usage and performance feed insights back to 

product design so firms can improve production and reduce future failures. Usage data can also be 

used to validate warranty claims and identify warranty agreement violations.
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Integrate best-of-breed software solutions

Don’t shy away from best-of-breed software models, which equip businesses with industry-

proven software that’s the best in its space. Rather than trying to configure one large enterprise 

or homegrown system to achieve  all the field service functionality you need, consider investing in 

best-of-breed systems that integrate. With specialized systems to fill each of your major enterprise 

software needs, you’ll have the flexibility and functionality to rise to the top of your industry. 

Recognize that technicians’ roles are becoming more 
technology focused

As a company’s technology infrastructure becomes an even more important indicator for success, 

service technicians will need to adapt to and be able to use technically complex equipment and 

tools. Not only will new service techs need to understand technology that’s in equipment, they’ll 

have to be able to use the field service management technologies, like mobile apps, to streamline 

the service process, achieve higher first-time fix rates, and complete work orders more efficiently.
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Understand that customers are in control

Field service customers are no longer just the recipient of messages about a 

company’s products and service. Today’s service customers demand a trusted 

and ongoing relationship with their service providers. 

With a complete field service technology stack, organizations are equipped to 

meet customers where they are. Here are some examples of product support 

demands customers are making that require an automated, mobile solution:

• They want to define their own service

• They want zero equipment downtime 

• They want to understand how their machines are functioning 

• They want a lasting partnership with trusted service companies

• They expect short ETA windows 

Benchmark your technology stack

Determine what technologies other companies, including competitors, in your 

industry are using. If you’re missing commonly used pieces, you may want to 

revisit your technology plan and determine how that missing piece might help 

you meet your KPIs and revenue-generation goals from service. 

Conclusion

In the last decade, there’s been a seismic shift in the corporate mindset from 

seeing service as a cost center, focused on greater internal efficiencies, to seeing 

service as a profit center, vital to delivering strong customer experiences. In 

other words, field service is no longer an expensive, but necessary silo; it’s an 

important piece in the growth of customer-centric business processes. How are 

you building your technology stack to take advantage of revenue from service?
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About MSI Data

MSI develops enterprise, scheduling, and mobile software that helps companies improve the productivity of 

their field workforce. MSI replaces paper and disconnected spreadsheet-based business processes with highly 

efficient, end-to-end processes through the combination of mobile technology for field workers and ERP, CRM, 

and accounting systems integration. MSI’s cloud-based field workforce software applications are easy to acquire, 

easy to deploy, and deliver enterprises with rapid return on investment. 
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